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The definition of a vortex (Merriam-Webster Dictionary) is a mass of spinning air, liquid etc., that pulls things into its center. The plural of vortex
is vertices. Vile Vertices are by definition “miserable whirlers”. While conducting my research into this topic, most websites I came across
referred to vertices as vortexes when referring to the paranormal. The difference is, vertices are referring to electromagnetic/static/natural
energy and vortexes are referring to spiritual energy. The lines are kind of blurred when it comes to the paranormal, as most of our equipment
is geared to detect fluctuations in the electromagnetic field and temperature. While researching the paranormal, it’s hard to say whether these
fluctuations are man-made, environmental or paranormal in nature.

Some vertices are just spots where you find extremely high energy or electromagnetic fields. Ivan T. Anderson is the founder of the Society for
the Investigation of the Unexplained. He theorized that there are 12 Vile Vertices in the world that interconnect in a particular pattern. Three of
these Vile Vortices are the Bermuda Triangle, Dragon’s Triangle and the South Atlantic Anomaly. These locations have had several instances
of unexplained happenings including the disappearances of aircraft, boats and people. Other unexplained occurrences include equipment
malfunctioning and strange events in these locations too. Many people have disappeared from these areas to never be heard from again. There
are many theories about what these areas exactly are. Are they gateways into another dimension? Is it residual energy left behind from those
who were lost in that area? Is this just a concentrated spot of electromagnetic energy that our technology cannot handle?

There is also an area in Sedona, Arizona where spiritual and sensitive people alike experience a higher sensation of energy. Many of these
individuals have reported experiencing swirling spiritual energy in certain areas. When encountering one of these vortex spots, the feeling
someone gets is described as prickles on the back of your neck and spreads down the top of your back. Many also report getting goosebumps
and the hairs on their body standing on end. These are also some of the experiences people report when they believe they are having a
paranormal encounter. Sedona has been a place for spiritual and sensitive individuals to go to calm themselves, cleanse their souls and to
meditate for many years. Maybe this is why the Native Americans reportedly practiced their healing rituals in the red rocks of Sedona.

Paranormal skeptics and believers alike debate the phenomenon of vortexes. A vortex is reported to appear as a funnel or columnar in shape
and swirls around a center axis. The theory is that a vortex appears just before paranormal activity occurs. Some believe this is a doorway to
the “other side”. Many people who report they have experienced paranormal activity also report feeling an energy which makes their body hair
stand on end. Some also report an overall feeling of uneasiness or dread.

Investigators and scientists have attempted to capture a paranormal vortex in pictures and in video. Sometimes they show up in pictures and
other times they are reportedly seen with the naked eye. There are several pictures and videos out there in cyberworld, all open for
interpretation. The problem is you never know where or when a vortex is going to appear. If there was some way to predict when a vortex was
going to show up, there would be a better chance of obtaining data from it. Are the natural vertices in the world and the paranormal vortexes
related or connected somehow? Some have used smoke/fog machines and laser lights to make the vortex more visible. What do you believe?
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Did you ever see what you believe to be a vortex? Do you believe you have ever felt the energy of a vortex?

There is a paranormal tool that you may purchase called the Vortex dome. This piece of equipment measures the surrounding static and will
detect it up to 3 feet away. This will trigger a set of lights on the device to alert you that the static field has been disrupted. Could this device
detect the presence of a vortex?

Whether you’re a believer, a skeptic or somewhere in between, vortices and vortexes are an interesting phenomenon. My hope is that one day
we will be able to find tangible data that explains exactly what these are and what they do. Until then, what do you think?

Other Information:
http://www.paranormal-encyclopedia.com/v/vile-vortices/
http://www.studiesoftheparanormal.com/vortexes.html
http://theghosthunterstore.com/shop/the-vortex-dome/

Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location? Email us with your guess at info@tntparanormal.com.
Name this Haunted Location from the last
issue was from Tinker Swiss Cottage.
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